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VISION

“A trusted community of diverse 

leadership ensuring and promoting a vibrant

Ontario water environment.”



MISSION

“As Ontario’s water sector leader, we 

connect members, the industry, and the 

public through education, training, and 

networking to collectively ensure a resilient 

water environment.”



OUR 
VALUES



STRATEGIC INTENTIONS

MEMBERSHIP VOLUNTEER 
ENGAGEMENT

EVENTS &
TRAINING



GOAL:
Promote 
membership 
retention and 
growth

 Ensure the membership database includes 
information that can be used to analyze and react 
to trends

 Improve communication regarding the value of 
WEAO membership

 Develop innovative ways to recruit and maintain 
membership

MEMBERSHIP



GOAL:
Foster Diversity, 
Equity and 
Inclusion within 
WEAO

 Hold virtual and in-person meetings with the 
Board and formulate recommendations to the 
Committees

 Develop Diversity, Equity and Inclusion principles 
for the betterment of the Association

 Establish a Taskforce to develop a DE&I strategy

MEMBERSHIP



STRATEGIC INTENTIONS

MEMBERSHIP VOLUNTEER 
ENGAGEMENT

EVENTS &
TRAINING



GOAL:
Develop a 
volunteer program 
that is valuable and 
relevant to 
members

 Optimize committee membership to ensure 
members engage in valuable volunteer experiences

 Outline the roles and responsibilities specific to 
each committee 

 Conduct an annual Orientation for all committee 
members in order to empower you in your roles

VOLUNTEER 
ENGAGEMENT



GOAL:
Develop a 
volunteer program 
that is valuable and 
relevant to 
members

 Develop a plan to transition emerging leaders into 
leadership roles 

 Assess existing awards and acknowledgements, and 
explore new opportunities to recognize 
outstanding WEAO members

 Develop a volunteer program which outlines 
appreciation opportunities and how members can 
get involved

VOLUNTEER 
ENGAGEMENT



STRATEGIC INTENTIONS

MEMBERSHIP VOLUNTEER 
ENGAGEMENT

EVENTS &
TRAINING



GOAL:
Establish WEAO 
as a source of 
Professional 
Development for 
all members

 Offer three operator training sessions every year

 Share lessons learned from education events 
during Committee Chair meetings

 Build an archive of past education events on the 
WEAO website

EVENTS & 
TRAINING



THANK YOU!
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